What we're doing

Just in time simulation for high stakes communication
Vic Brazil spoke with Laura Rock on the Harvard Macy Podcast about the power of rehearsal for conversations that matter most. This chat was based on Dr. Rock’s paper on the same topic.

What we are watching

Muster Dogs
ABC
This four part mini series follows five kelpie pups who are delivered to various cattle stations around Australia. Their colourful owners are tasked with the goal of training them in a year to join their high performing dog crews. We learn about education and team training - all while watching adorable canine characters. It might be the best viewing ever created.

for more reading about Kelpie teams read “Muster Dogs”

More translational simulation news

Gandel Simulation Service and the TSC: We are excited to continue a close relationship with our colleagues in Melbourne at The Women’s. In 2022 we will further build on collaborative foundations related to faculty development and research.

To learn more about collaborating or partnering with the TSC contact us at translationalsimteam@bond.edu.au

web: Translational Simulation Collaborative
email: translationalsimteam@bond.edu.au
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